INTRODUCTION
============

When approached about giving a talk on the top ten papers of all time in geriatric medicine for the Resident Education Day at the 2020 Annual Scientific Meeting of the Canadian Geriatrics Society, I quickly agreed. Aside from the intrinsic interest of the topic, it also represented an opportunity to introduce a new generation to some of the hard-won lessons of the past. Others have published on work they felt represented significant contributions to the care of older persons,^([@b1-cgj-23-228],[@b2-cgj-23-228])^ but not for this particular audience. Although about children and not young professionals, Plato (429?--347 B.C.E.) wrote in *The Republic*:

> "... the beginning is the most important part ... for that is the time at which the character is being formed and the desired impression is more readily taken \... Anything received into the mind at that age is likely to become indelible and unalterable." (excerpt from Book II---*Dialogue between Socrates and Adeimantus*)

METHODS
=======

I considered original works (books and essays) written by older persons or papers about their care. This is not a systematic review of the literature, but rather a selection of contributions known to me that I judged noteworthy. Those by Canadians are unapologetically highlighted. I excluded anything published in the last ten years (to allow sufficient time for impressions to solidify), work I authored, and general guidance on how to age well (sorry Deepak Chopra).

As a framework, I first considered foundation papers of the discipline and then those that aligned with the geriatric 5Ms,^([@b3-cgj-23-228],[@b4-cgj-23-228])^ a recent attempt of the Canadian Geriatrics Society to concisely describe the field. Similar efforts date back to the 1960s when the Geriatric Giants (or the four I's of impaired intellect, incontinence, immobility, and instability \[falls\]) were proposed by Bernard Isaac.^([@b5-cgj-23-228])^ My top ten^([@b6-cgj-23-228]--[@b15-cgj-23-228])^ (see [Table 1](#t1-cgj-23-228){ref-type="table"}) was selected from 44 shortlisted papers.^([@b6-cgj-23-228]--[@b49-cgj-23-228])^ While the papers are not ranked, I included the number of Google Scholar citations (January 28, 2020) for shortlisted papers, more to demonstrate the limitations of this particular bibliometric than to trumpet its virtues.

The major limitation of this exercise is the biases that arise from selections being made by one person. My choices are idiosyncratic, subject to a variety of conscious and unconscious influences. I also restricted my choices to English language publications that aligned with the categories noted above. This led to the omission of excellent papers on incontinence, medical education, and the design of health-care systems for older persons, to name but a few neglected areas. As a last word on my methodology, I defer to the Rev. Jonathan Swift (1667--1745):

> "'That was excellently observed,' say I, when I read a passage in an author, where his opinion agrees with mine. When we differ, there I pronounce him to be mistaken." (*The Works of the Rev. Jonathan Swift*, Volume 5)

TOP TEN
=======

I. Foundation of the Discipline
-------------------------------

While Ignatz Nascher (1863--1944) coined the word "geriatrics",^([@b50-cgj-23-228])^ Marjory Warren (1897--1960) founded the discipline.^([@b51-cgj-23-228])^ Two of her papers,^([@b6-cgj-23-228],[@b16-cgj-23-228])^ and the BMA Committee on the Care and Treatment of the Elderly report^([@b17-cgj-23-228])^ she co-authored, made the initial case for it. I selected her 1943 *BMJ* paper^([@b6-cgj-23-228])^ as one of my top ten.

While not ascribing to the belief that things only count if they can be counted, the accurate measurement of critical patient characteristics is key to practice. This includes assessing basic and instrumental activities of daily living with standardized tools like those developed by Sidney Katz (1924--2012)^([@b18-cgj-23-228],[@b52-cgj-23-228])^ and M. Powell Lawton (1923--2001).^([@b19-cgj-23-228],[@b53-cgj-23-228])^

The report of the 1987 National Institutes of Health (NIH) consensus meeting on comprehensive geriatric assessment (CGA)^([@b20-cgj-23-228],[@b54-cgj-23-228],[@b55-cgj-23-228])^ made explicit the components of this then "new technology"^([@b56-cgj-23-228])^ that remains our most reliable intervention for high need patients.^([@b57-cgj-23-228])^ I picked Rubenstein's positive geriatric evaluation unit trial^([@b7-cgj-23-228])^ as one of the top ten for its timely support of the utility of both CGA and the field. The importance of recognizing and creating strategies to minimize the adverse impacts of hospitalization on older persons go back to Warren.^([@b21-cgj-23-228],[@b22-cgj-23-228])^

The final papers cover the contrasting manner age-related population health has been perceived.^([@b23-cgj-23-228]--[@b26-cgj-23-228])^ At one extreme is the conviction that older people saved from an early death will live through prolonged periods of disability, isolation, and neglect (expansion of morbidity).^([@b23-cgj-23-228],[@b25-cgj-23-228],[@b58-cgj-23-228])^ At the other end is the hopeful belief that at least, for some, we can extend good health quicker than life expectancy^([@b24-cgj-23-228],[@b26-cgj-23-228])^ and, as Ashley Montagu (1905--1999) put it, "die young as late as possible" (compression of morbidity). How our future will actually unfold remains unsettled.^([@b59-cgj-23-228])^

II. The Geriatric 5Ms
---------------------

### A. Matters Most

While papers on self-rated health,^([@b27-cgj-23-228])^ quality of life,^([@b28-cgj-23-228])^ and advance care planning^([@b29-cgj-23-228])^ are included, my focus are the observations and recommendations of older person.^([@b8-cgj-23-228],[@b30-cgj-23-228]--[@b32-cgj-23-228])^ *Cato Maior De Senectute* by Marcus Tullius Cicero (January 3, 106 BC--December 7, 43 BC) was not chosen. Written by Cicero when he was 62, it is a fictional discourse between the 84-year old Cato and two younger Romans that refutes four common complaints about growing old (withdrawal from active life, enfeeblement, loss of enjoyment, and the approach of death). Cicero hoped he was correct, but his assassination the next year prevented him from testing the validity of his arguments. The octogenarian Malcolm Cowley wrote, "... a great deal has been written about old age, but most of the authors ... \[are\] in their late fifties or early sixties. They knew the literature but not the life."^([@b60-cgj-23-228])^ I stuck to the voices of lived experience.

The glum piece by Stephen Leacock (1869--1944), paradoxically best known as one of our country's greatest humourists, uses walking into no man's land and falling one-by-one as a metaphor for old age.^([@b30-cgj-23-228])^ Written in his seventy-first year, an extensively revised and more hopeful version appeared two years later in a collection of his essays.^([@b61-cgj-23-228])^ The contribution by Bertrand Russell (1872--1970) was originally published when he was 78 and provides advice on aging in an elegant, though ethereal, manner.^([@b31-cgj-23-228])^ Malcolm Cowley (1898--1989) wrote about his life after turning 80, providing a realistic appraisal of both the good and bad aspects.^([@b32-cgj-23-228])^ A few years later, when 86, he offered further observations that included detailed directions on how to pull on your pants.^([@b62-cgj-23-228])^ The book by Diana Athill (1917--2019), a writer noted for her candour, is my choice for this section.^([@b8-cgj-23-228])^ Without the comfort of religion, children, or wealth, she faced potential infirmity and death buttressed by her ability to adapt, not regret, maintain relationships, and stay engaged in life. Any geriatrician reading about her reluctance to stop driving notwithstanding four accidents the previous year will experience déjà vu. While each of these authors should be read in the whole, [Table 2](#t2-cgj-23-228){ref-type="table"} provides selected quotes to give you a sense of their thinking.

### B. Mind

The two cognitive instruments shortlisted^([@b33-cgj-23-228],[@b34-cgj-23-228])^ were (and are) widely used to assess older patients for mild cognitive impairment (MCI)^([@b38-cgj-23-228])^ and dementia. The original description of the Mini-Mental State Examination^([@b33-cgj-23-228])^ is the most-cited psychiatric paper of all time.^([@b63-cgj-23-228])^

The 1962 publication of V. A. Kral (1903--1988), describing what he called benign senescent forgetfulness (BSF), is one of my top ten.^([@b9-cgj-23-228],[@b64-cgj-23-228])^ Marked by an inability of "well-preserved" older persons to consistently recall "unimportant data", BSF was felt to progress slowly.^([@b9-cgj-23-228])^ Kral speculated it arose from milder degrees of the pathological processes leading to dementia.^([@b9-cgj-23-228])^ More severe cases of BSF (referred to as incipient amnestic syndrome) were similar to what we now call MCI.^([@b38-cgj-23-228],[@b64-cgj-23-228])^

The work led by Sharon Inouye^([@b65-cgj-23-228])^ on delirium moved logically from identification with the Confusion Assessment Method^([@b10-cgj-23-228])^ (which quickly became widely used and adapted for a variety of settings and purposes),^([@b66-cgj-23-228])^ uncovering risk factors,^([@b67-cgj-23-228],[@b68-cgj-23-228])^ and describing how to prevent it^([@b36-cgj-23-228])^ to disseminating these ideas as the Hospital Elder Life Program (HELP).^([@b69-cgj-23-228],[@b70-cgj-23-228])^ Martin Cole and Jane McCusker of Montréal made important contributions to managing delirium and making clear its guarded prognosis.^([@b35-cgj-23-228],[@b37-cgj-23-228])^

My third selection here is a two-page editorial^([@b11-cgj-23-228])^ by Robert Katzman (1925--2008)^([@b71-cgj-23-228])^ published in 1976. Alzheimer disease (AD) was then considered a rare condition affecting those aged \< 65. Katzman argued that AD, and what was called senile dementia, were a single disease. A year later, the National Institute on Aging (NIA), National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke (NINCDS), and the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) co-sponsored a workshop on AD that concluded most patients with senile dementia had the same pathological changes as younger ones with AD,^([@b72-cgj-23-228])^ dramatically increasing the number of affected individuals (approximately 97% of those fitting this expanded definition are 65+).^([@b73-cgj-23-228])^ Subsequently, the NIA assumed leadership within the NIH for AD research, the Alzheimer Association was founded,^([@b74-cgj-23-228])^ and research activity grew exponentially. In 1975 there were 42 PubMed papers on AD. By 2018, this had grown to 6,413. Katzman felt the editorial was "... my major contribution \[to AD research\]."^([@b75-cgj-23-228])^

In the 1970s, scopolamine was found to adversely affect memory.^([@b76-cgj-23-228])^ It then became clear that levels of choline acetyl transferase (an enzyme essential for the synthesis of acetylcholine) were low in the brains of persons dying with AD.^([@b77-cgj-23-228])^ The cholinergic hypothesis^([@b78-cgj-23-228])^ arising from these and other observations led to attempts at enhancing central cholinergic function as a treatment for AD. The paper by William K. Summers^([@b39-cgj-23-228])^ on the clinical effects of cholinesterase inhibition on AD (a strategy first proposed by Alex Comfort^([@b79-cgj-23-228])^) was important, but seriously flawed, work. Its appearance led to hope that a major breakthrough had taken place. While an accompanying editorial lauded the study as a "triumph for the scientific method",^([@b80-cgj-23-228])^ subsequent letters to the *New England Journal of Medicine* were critical.^([@b81-cgj-23-228])^ In 1991 the *Journal* published a special report about the paper, including their justification for the decision to publish, a summary of concerns uncovered by the FDA in an investigation of the study, and a response by the authors to the FDA.^([@b82-cgj-23-228])^ The publication did encourage further AD trials, and the controversy led to deliberations on how to define a meaningful response to cognitive enhancers.^([@b83-cgj-23-228])^ Eventually, three cholinesterase inhibitors were approved for the treatment of AD in our country.

### C. Mobility (including falls)

J. H. Sheldon (1893--1972) was one of the first to write about the "liability of old people to tumble and often injure themselves".^([@b40-cgj-23-228])^ B. Isaacs provided a vivid example of the dire consequences of falls,^([@b41-cgj-23-228],[@b84-cgj-23-228])^ though as Nanette Nisbet (1925--2014) wrote, "... it would be an even worse disaster if fear of falling were regarded as a good reason to keep ... people in bed."^([@b85-cgj-23-228])^ Cyril Gryfe performed important early Canadian work on the epidemiology of falls in institutions.^([@b86-cgj-23-228],[@b87-cgj-23-228])^ Mary Tinetti's program of research on falls^([@b12-cgj-23-228],[@b42-cgj-23-228],[@b43-cgj-23-228],[@b88-cgj-23-228],[@b89-cgj-23-228])^ followed similar steps to those noted for delirium. I selected the multifactorial fall prevention intervention^([@b12-cgj-23-228])^ she developed for inclusion in the top ten.

The various performance-based assessments of fall risk, lower extremity function, balance, and gait^([@b42-cgj-23-228],[@b44-cgj-23-228],[@b90-cgj-23-228])^ includes the timed "Up & Go" (TUG) test.^([@b13-cgj-23-228])^ A modification of a pre-existing instrument^([@b91-cgj-23-228])^ that improved its reliability and practicality, the TUG is the most used test for evaluating basic mobility skills, and one of my top ten.

### D. Medications

A well-known Osler (1849--1919) quotation comes from a speech given on the 22nd of February 1891 to local public officials and faculty in Baltimore. In it, he argued for more rational therapeutics^([@b92-cgj-23-228])^ and said, "A desire to take medicine is, perhaps, the great feature which distinguishes man from other animals", later noting that "... a little more exercise, a little less food, and a little less tobacco and alcohol, may possibly meet the indications of the case" rather than a prescription.^([@b45-cgj-23-228])^

Mark Beers (1954--2009) died much too early from the complications of diabetes.^([@b93-cgj-23-228])^ Various versions of the Beers criteria,^([@b14-cgj-23-228])^ other lists of potentially inappropriate medications,^([@b94-cgj-23-228],[@b95-cgj-23-228])^ and consideration of the factors described by Holly Holmes (remaining life expectancy, time until benefit, goals of care, treatment targets)^([@b46-cgj-23-228])^ have informed recent work on deprescribing.^([@b96-cgj-23-228],[@b97-cgj-23-228])^

### E. Multi-complexity (frailty)

Surprisingly, in light of the current intense interest in late-life frailty, the development and wide use of explicit criteria for its identification is a relatively new phenomenon. I picked the 1994 Rockwood contribution^([@b15-cgj-23-228])^ on the concept of frailty as a top ten selection. I appreciated its consideration of both assets and deficits when deciding on frailty status. Assessing for assets and estimating resiliency^([@b98-cgj-23-228])^ have disappeared from most current approaches to frailty.^([@b48-cgj-23-228],[@b49-cgj-23-228])^ The other papers shortlisted for this section are an early study on the potential benefits of exercise and diet for frailty,^([@b47-cgj-23-228])^ and two that present contrasting ways of thinking about and looking for frailty.^([@b48-cgj-23-228],[@b49-cgj-23-228])^

FINAL THOUGHTS
==============

Little overlap is present between my choices and those made by others engaged in a similar task. There was none between my top ten shown in [Table 1](#t1-cgj-23-228){ref-type="table"} and the 17 "classic papers" selected by Pignolo^([@b2-cgj-23-228])^ ([Table 3](#t3-cgj-23-228){ref-type="table"}), while only seven papers appeared on both my shortlist and the 59 papers referenced by Morley in his highlights of the last 50 years of geriatrics.^([@b1-cgj-23-228])^ Of course, part of the attraction of "best ever" lists is the endless debate they engender. I generally showed greater interest in prototypes or preliminary models rather than the end products. Papers describing either how to accurately detect^([@b10-cgj-23-228],[@b14-cgj-23-228],[@b38-cgj-23-228],[@b48-cgj-23-228],[@b49-cgj-23-228])^ or quantify^([@b13-cgj-23-228],[@b18-cgj-23-228],[@b19-cgj-23-228],[@b27-cgj-23-228],[@b28-cgj-23-228],[@b33-cgj-23-228],[@b34-cgj-23-228],[@b42-cgj-23-228],[@b44-cgj-23-228])^ made up about a third of my shortlisted papers. These contributions tended to be the ones most cited, an observation noted in other fields.^([@b63-cgj-23-228])^ What doesn't appear as selections are cutting-edge biological discoveries or novel developments in the social sciences.

My choices were restricted by the boundaries of my training, practice, and research interests. The pieces selected were often the product of a substantial commitment to an area of research or practice that extended over years, if not decades. The passion, purpose, and strength of conviction, as well as scientific rigour the authors brought to their task, were evident. What they proposed often represented disruptive change and was contested.

The author would like to thank his initial instructor in geriatrics, Dr. R. D. T. Cape, and all the authors noted here for their reflection on how to improve our lives during its latter half.
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###### 

Top ten selections

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Foundation of the Discipline** Warren MW. Care of chronic sick.^([@b6-cgj-23-228])^ (172 Google Scholar citations)Rubenstein LZ, Josephson KR, Wieland GD, et al. Effectiveness of a geriatric evaluation unit---a randomized controlled trial.^([@b7-cgj-23-228])^ (1060 citations)**Matters Most** Athill D. Somewhere towards the end.^([@b8-cgj-23-228])^**Mind** Kral VA. Senescent forgetfulness: benign and malignant.^([@b9-cgj-23-228])^ (911 citations)Inouye SK, van Dyck CH, Alessi CA, et al. Clarifying confusion: the confusion assessment method. A new method for detection of delirium.^([@b10-cgj-23-228])^ (4317 citations)Katzman R. Editorial: The prevalence and malignancy of Alzheimer disease: a major killer.^([@b11-cgj-23-228])^ (880 citations)**Mobility** Tinetti ME, Baker DI, McAvay G, Claus EB, Garrett P, et al. A multifactorial intervention to reduce the risk of falling among elderly people living in the community.^([@b12-cgj-23-228])^ (2611 citations)Podsiadlo, D, Richardson S. The timed "Up & Go": a test of basic functional mobility for frail elderly persons.^([@b13-cgj-23-228])^ (11076 citations)**Medications** Beers MH, Ouslander JG, Rollingher I, et al. Explicit criteria for determining inappropriate medication use in nursing home residents.^([@b14-cgj-23-228])^ (1673 citations)**Multi-complexity** Rockwood K, Fox RA, Stolee P, Robertson D, et al. Frailty in elderly people: an evolving concept.^([@b15-cgj-23-228])^ (674 citations)
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Selected quotes about growing old.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Stephen Leacock^([@b30-cgj-23-228])^ "For the reality of life, we learn too late, it is in the living tissue of it from day to day, not in the expectation of better, nor in the fear of worse." (Page 72)Bertrand Russell^([@b31-cgj-23-228])^ "If you have wide and keen interests and activities in which you can still be effective, you will have no reason to think about the merely statistical fact of the number of years you have already lived, still less of the probable brevity of your future ... Psychologically there are two dangers to be guarded against in old age. One of these is undue absorption in the past ... thoughts must be directed to the future, and to things about which there is something to be done ... The other thing to be avoided is clinging to youth in the hope of sucking vigour from its vitality." (Page 50--51)"The best way to overcome \[fear of death\] ... is to make your interests gradually wider and more impersonal, until bit by bit the walls of the ego recede, and your life becomes increasingly merged in the universal life. An individual human existence should be like a river -- small at first, narrowly contained within its banks, and rushing passionately past boulders and over waterfalls. Gradually the river grows wider, the banks recede, the waters flow more quietly, and in the end, without any visible break, they become merged in the sea, and painlessly lose their individual being ... I would wish to die while still at work, knowing others will carry on what I can no longer do, and content in the thought that what was possible has been done." (Page 52)Malcolm Cowley^([@b32-cgj-23-228])^ Among examples of receiving the message "You are old" he included when "\[the older person\] can't stand on one leg and has trouble pulling on his pants ... \[and\] hesitates on the landing before walking down a flight of stairs." (Page 3--4)"\[Gerontologists say\] 'Put cotton in your ears and pebbles in your shoes ... there you have it: instant aging.' Not quite ... \[as\] omits the messages from the social world ... We start by growing old in other people's eyes, then slowly we come to share their judgment." (Page 5)"A growing weakness of American society is that it regards the old as consumers but not producers, as mouths but not hands." (Page 37)"... every old person needs a work project if he wants to keep himself more alive." (Page 67)Diana Athill^([@b8-cgj-23-228])^ "'I am not afraid of death.' My mother said this ... I believe the same is true of myself -- but there are words which follow that statement so often that they have become a cliché: 'It's dying that I'm afraid of.'" (Page 60)"How successfully one manages to get through the present depends a good deal more on luck than it does on one's own efforts ... I can speak only for, and to, the lucky." (Page 171)
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Seventeen classic papers in geriatric medicine^([@b2-cgj-23-228])^

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Fries JF. Aging, natural death, and the compression of morbidity. *N Engl J Med*. 1980;303(3):130--35.Warren M. The evolution of a geriatric unit. *Geriatrics*. 1948;3:42--50.Saunders C. Watch with me. *Nurs Times*. 1965;61(48):1615--17.Cherkasky M. Montefiore Hospital Home Care Program. *Am J Pub Health*. 1949;39:163--66.Libow LL. A fellowship in geriatric medicine. *J Am Geriatr Soc*. 1972;20:580--84.Palmore E. Facts on aging. *Gerontologist*. 1977;17:315--20.Alzheimer A. A peculiar disease of the cerebral cortex. *Arch Neurol*. 1969;21:109--10.Folstein MF, Folstein SE, McHugh PR. "Mini-mental state": a practical method for grading the cognitive state of patients for the clinician. *J Psychiatr Res*. 1975;12(3):189--98.Engel GL, Romano J. Delirium, a syndrome of cerebral insufficiency. *J Chronic Dis*. 1959;9:260--77.Tinetti ME, Inouye SK, Gill TM, *et al*. Shared risk factors for falls, incontinence, and functional dependence: unifying the approach to geriatric syndromes. *JAMA*. 1995;273:1348--53.Foley FEB. A self-retaining bag catheter for use as an indwelling catheter for constant drainage of the bladder. *J Urol*. 1937;38:140--43.Albright F, Bloomberg E, Smith PH. Post-menopausal osteoporosis. *Trans Assoc Am Phys*. 1940;55:298--305.Finucane TE, Christmas C, Travis K. Tube feeding in patients with advanced dementia: a review of evidence. *JAMA*. 1999;282:1365--70.Walter LC, Covinsky KE. Cancer screening in elderly patients: a framework for individualized decision making. *JAMA*. 2001;285:2750--56.Keefer CS, Parker F Jr, Myers WK, *et al*. Relationship between anatomic changes in the knee joint with advancing age and degenerative arthritis. *Arch Intern Med*. 1934;53:325--44.The National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel. Pressure ulcers prevalence, cost, and risk assessment: Consensus Development Conference Statement. *Decubitus*. 1989;2(2):24--28.Kraepelin E. I: Introduction: *Melancholia*. In: Kraepelin E, editor. Lectures on clinical psychiatry. New York, NY: William Wood; 1904. p. 4--10.
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
